WFM-Canada Member Handbook 2024
Current Programs and Themes:

There are many ways for you to participate with and contribute to the organization. As always appreciated member, you will play an integral role in supporting and furthering our current programs, which have been organized around four key themes and may of interest to you as a member:

**Global Democracy**

This theme is focused on promoting the ideals of democracy on a global scale, emphasizing citizen engagement and participation in global decision-making processes. As a member, your active involvement in initiatives will empower individuals to have their voices heard on the global stage, fostering a culture of active global citizenship.

**Peace & Security**

We are dedicated to fostering international peace, resolving conflicts through diplomacy, and addressing security challenges to ensure a more stable and secure world. Your contributions as a member will be instrumental in advocating for peaceful solutions to global challenges and working towards disarmament.

**Global Environment**

At WFM-Canada, we are deeply committed to protecting and preserving our planet’s environment, combating climate change, and promoting sustainable practices for the benefit of current and future generations. Your role as a member will involve actively engaging in initiatives that promote environmental awareness and advocacy for effective policies to combat environmental threats.

**Human Rights**

Advancing the cause of human rights is at the core of our organization’s values. As a member, you will be actively involved in advocating for social justice and human rights, working towards creating a world where the dignity and well-being of all individuals, regardless of their background, are upheld and protected.
Encouraging New Programs:

As a member, your contributions and creative ideas are invaluable as we strive to encourage interested parties to propose new programs that align with our Mission. We emphasize the importance of comprehensive proposals that define and identify required resources for viability. Your active involvement in reviewing and assessing new program proposals will ensure that they align with our strategic objectives and mission.

Enhancing Internal Operations:

Your role as a dedicated member extends to bolstering our internal operations to maintain current activity levels and advance our mission effectively. We recognize the significance of finding and empowering new volunteers and supporters while ensuring financial stability. Your active involvement in this process will be instrumental in building a strong and sustainable organization.

You will actively contribute to our holistic revitalization efforts, intensifying activities and setting measurable goals for successful outcomes.

As an integral part of our organization, you may have opportunities to collaborate with standing committees, such as the 'Fund-Raising Committee' and others dedicated to 'Volunteer Resources,' 'Membership Growth,' and 'Education and Outreach.'

These committees work closely with staff to support priority tasks, fostering a dynamic and inclusive work environment that nurtures future leaders.
**Reaching Beyond Current Supporters:**

Your commitment to reaching beyond our current supporters would be important in expanding our social relevance and political influence within Canada. By actively engaging in expanded outreach, fostering strong relationships with politicians, and utilizing social media effectively, you will play a significant role in raising awareness about critical global governance challenges impacting both our domestic and global communities.

Your efforts will be instrumental in gaining grassroots political support, forging alliances with like-minded NGOs, and inspiring change to further our Mission. As an active member, your advocacy and outreach would be important in increasing our impact both within Canada and on the global stage.

**National Board of Directors:**

The National Board of Directors plays a pivotal role in guiding our organization's direction and strategies. As a very important member, you may have opportunities to collaborate with the Board to refine and expand its focus, making sure that we address the challenges we face proactively. Your active involvement in Board activities will be very important in providing insights and perspectives from a member standpoint, contributing to the overall success of our strategic initiatives.

We value the contributions of our members to organization-building activities, understanding that your commitment is integral to our success. By working in harmony with the Executive staff, you will actively support the Board's efforts in fulfilling our organization's Mission.
Membership Benefits

As a valued member of WFM-Canada, you will enjoy several benefits:

→ **Exclusive Access**
   You will have exclusive access to member-only events, workshops, and conferences, providing you with unique opportunities to connect with like-minded individuals and experts in global governance.

→ **Educational Resources**
   Access our comprehensive library of educational resources, reports, and publications that provide valuable insights into global governance issues.

→ **Advocacy Opportunities**
   As a member, you will have opportunities to actively engage in advocacy campaigns, supporting global democratic advancement and reform on both national and international platforms.

→ **Networking Opportunities**
   WFM-Canada hosts networking events, providing you with opportunities to connect with influential leaders, diplomats, and global governance experts.
Thank you for being an integral member of the WFM-Canada team. By following the guidelines and strategies outlined in this handbook, you will play a significant role in shaping a better world through democratic global governance. Together, we strive towards achieving our shared Vision of a peaceful, just, and sustainable future.

Thank you for joining us on this transformative journey towards a better world. Together, let's work diligently and passionately to achieve our shared vision of a world governed by democratic principles, peace, and global cooperation. Your dedication and efforts are deeply appreciated.

For more information, visit WFM Canada’s website at https://wfmcanada.org/

Thank you,

WFM-Canada